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the game was released on june 1, 2007 and received positive reviews from critics, receiving an aggregated
score of 82.31% from gamerankings. it has also received a number of accolades, including a best action-

adventure game award at the 2008 spike video game awards and the best action-adventure game award at
the 2008 game critics awards. tomb raider: anniversary was also nominated for the best action-adventure

game award at the 2009 game developers choice awards. the game received "best remake" nominations at
the 2010 national academy of video game trade reviewers (navgtr) awards and the 2011 d.i.c.e. awards. after

the release of tomb raider: anniversary, crystal dynamics began work on the next game in the series, tomb
raider: underworld. tomb raider: underworld was released in 2008 and received positive reviews from critics,

receiving an aggregated score of 80.31% from gamerankings. it was followed by a sequel, tomb raider:
legend, released in 2009, which received critical acclaim. crystal dynamics later revealed that it was working
on a third installment, and planned to release it by 2012. the game would be a remake of the original tomb

raider, and the first game to be developed on the crystal dynamics engine. when the game was first
announced, it was known to be a remake of the original tomb raider, but this was not confirmed until the

trailer for the game was released. crystal dynamics stated that they were "decidedly not" making a sequel to
the original game, but they planned to update it with better graphics and control. their main focus was to

make a game that would appeal to a new generation of gamers.
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